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AI IN THE WORLD
SOLVE ALL HUMAN PROBLEMS

Analysing massive amounts of data to solve the
world’s biggest problems, such as hunger, diseases,
climate change, overpopulation, etc.

AI

BECOME OUR BEST FRIENDS, ADVISORS,
AND CARETAKERS

Robots and AI could provide excellent care and support for the elderly, the ill, and disabled while interacting with people on a friend and advisor level.

PREDICT THE FUTURE

AI will help to predict accurately and in advance our
finances, social life and behaviours.

AI IN MILITARY

WARFARE PLATFORMS

Embedding AI into weapons and other
systems for land, sea, air, and space
domains.

CYBERSECURITYS

The use of AI to autonomously protect
networks, computers, programs, and
data from unauthorized access.

LOGISTICS & TRANSPORTATION
Integrating AI with military transportation to reduce costs, human operational
efforts, to detect anomalies and predict
component failures.

TARGET RECOGNITION

Using sensor simulation programs to help
soldiers prepare for military operations.

Our minds and bodies will be enhanced by prosthetics
and implants giving us infallible functions and motorics over injuries, replacing limbs and organs, and
give us sensory abilities far beyond existing vision,
hearing, and manipulation.

THREAT MONITORING &
SITUATIONAL AWARENESS

LIVING IN SYMBIOSIS AS SUPERHUMANS

COMBAT SIMULATION & TRAINING

Equipping ISR systems with AI to help
personnel in threat monitoring to enhance their situational awareness.

AI & DATA INFORMATION PROCESSING
To quickly and efficiently process large volumes
of data in order to obtain valuable information
to aid decision-making.

HOMELAND SECURITY

An in-depth understanding of potential
operation areas by analyzing data to improve the ability to identify the position
of targets.

Predictive analytics models to help correlate signs of preparation for unlawful
activities that intelligence agencies can
intercept before a plot unfolds.

BATTLEFIELD HEALTHCARE

AUTONOMOUS VEHICLES

To assist with remote surgical support,
evacuation activities and automatically
identify and rank patients’ critical health
problems..
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HUMANS WILL BECOME CYBORGS

Sources: “8 Key Military Applications for Artificial
Intelligence in 2018” MarketResearch.com;

AI driving algorithm to integrate with
unmanned land vehicles, drones and
aircraft to cover an area and investigate
potential issues.
“Artificial Intelligence in the Military – An Overview of Capabilities” Emerj.com;
“Artificial Intelligence: Mind-Boggling Future Predictions in 2019” Scoro.com

Human and artificial intelligence have potential to create combined systems that are smarter than
either alone.

REACH IMMORTALITY WITH CLOUD

Uploading our whole consciousness into the cloud or
virtual reality where an individual’s neural activity or
“data” in a brain is “copied” into a digital realm to
prolong life for infinity.

NO MORE WORK

Using machines and automation to replace recurring
and routine tasks, skills and professions.

MANKIND: EXTINCTION OR
TRANSCENDENCE

What happens next? What will happen to human life?
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